ROBBYOSHA’S STORY

When Robbyosha came to Foundation for an Independent Tomorrow (FIT), she was hoping to get help to find a job. With a daughter at home to care for, she wanted to find a good-paying job that would help her provide for her family. She wasn’t expecting the dedication FIT showed to help her progress in her career.

With United Way’s assistance, FIT paid for her nursing assistant program tuition, purchased scrubs and textbooks, and even gave her a gas card to get to and from school. Now, Robbyosha is setting a good example for her daughter’s future, showing her that she can accomplish her goals and get to where she wants to be in life.

Like Robbyosha, many families in Southern Nevada are struggling to make ends meet. United Way is partnering with programs like FIT to help empower individuals into jobs that pay enough to support their families without the need for public assistance.

OUR GOAL:

Increase the percentage of adults working full time in zip codes that have a proportion of full-time working adults below 64.4%.

WORKING WITH AND THROUGH PARTNERS, HERE’S WHAT WE CAN DO:

4,334 CLIENTS CURRENTLY EMPLOYED

10,414 JOB SEEKERS RECEIVING ASSISTANCE

*FY18 Results